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Abstract—Dementia is a chronic syndrome characterized by
deteriorating cognitive functions, thereby impacting the person’s
daily life. It is often confused with decline in normal behavior
due to natural aging and hence is hard to diagnose. Although,
prior research has shown that dementia affects the subject’s
speech, but it is not studied which frequency bands are being
affected, and up to what extent, that in turn might influence
identifying the different stages of dementia automatically. This
work investigates the acoustic cues in different subsampled speech
signals, to automatically differentiate Healthy Controls (HC)
from stages of dementia such as Mild Cognitive Impairment
(MCI) or Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). We use the Pitt corpus of
DementiaBank database, to identify a set of features best suited
for distinguishing between HC, MCI and AD speech, and achieve
an F-score of 0.857 which is an absolute improvement of 2.8%
over the state of the art.

Index Terms—Dementia, classification, feature reduction,
Alzheimer’s disease, mild cognitive impairment

I. INTRODUCTION

Dementia is a broad category of brain diseases that causes
a long-term, gradual decrease in the ability to think and
remember. With the progression of the disease, the cognitive
function of a person declines beyond what is expected due
to natural aging. Alzheimer’s disease is the most common
cause of dementia, while Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s
disease, Frontotemporal lobar degeneration and stroke being
other minor causes. It affects memory, thinking, orientation,
comprehension, calculating, learning capacity, language and
judgment; thereby making it hard for the person to remember
important information, solve problems, plan the day and other
daily activities. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) accounts for 60%
to 70% of cases of dementia worldwide [1]. Manual diagnosis
of AD severity through a series of cognitive tests such as
the mini mental state examination (MMSE) [2] is the gold
standard for assessment of progression of the disease. It is
performed by specialized neurologists and geriatricians. Instru-
mentation based assessment techniques such as examination of
cerebrospinal fluid and magnetic resource imaging of the brain
have been employed for diagnosing dementia [3]. However,
these methods are invasive and cause pain and discomfort to
the patients. Hence, it is required to develop methods which
are non-invasive and simple to administer while maintaining a
trade-off between comfort to a patient and ease of assessment
by a clinician.

In previous studies, both linguistic and acoustic parameters
have been employed for proper diagnosis of dementia. The use

of manual transcriptions to extract linguistic features for de-
mentia classification has been explored in the past. In [4], the
authors explored an Artificial Neural Network based dementia
classification by using Bag of Words representation. Recent
works have also focused on using transcriptions obtained
from Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) engines to further
obtain linguistic parameters [5], [6]. A combination of manual
transcription and ASR based automatically obtained transcrip-
tion has also been explored for this purpose [7]. The use of an
intelligent virtual agent for detecting early signs of dementia
using a combination of acoustic and linguistic features was
proposed by the authors in [8]. N-gram based approaches
have also been used for automatic detection of AD in the
past literature [9], [10]. All these approaches use linguistic
features in one form or another. Clearly, these approaches
are language dependent and hence disadvantageous. On the
other hand, acoustic features provide a language independent
framework for dementia classification [11]. This idea was put
forward by the authors in [12], where they proposed a system
that uses a cognitive-task based framework in addition to other
non-verbal features to assess predementia. The performance of
acoustic features was found to be comparable to a system using
manual transcriptions [13]. High accuracies have been reported
for distinguishing between Healthy Control (HC) and AD
speech [14]. However, upon introducing more than one stage
of dementia i.e. MCI in addition to AD, confusion increases
and thus accuracy reduces significantly [9].

In this paper, we propose a method to classify dementia
into one of the three classes namely, Healthy Control (HC),
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) or Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD) by using acoustic features only. Towards this, we first
subsample the signal by low-pass filtering the speech signal
with equally spaced cut-off frequencies. Then we obtain a set
of low level descriptors (LLDs) corresponding to the low-
pass filtered (LPF) signals at the segment level (i.e. 20ms).
To extract the relevant information regarding how those LLDs
vary at supra-segmental level, we extract high level descriptors
(HLDs) by using statistical functionals (upto 4th order) on top
of the LLDs. Further, HLD features obtained from each of
the subsampled signals are concatenated, both preceded and
followed by a correlation based feature selection, to ensure
the reduction of intra- and inter-band redundant information.
The selected features thereby obtained are employed for the
purpose of dementia classification. Experimenting with patient
excerpts from a clinician-participant conversations taken from
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the significance of low frequency information in detection of dementia. (a)-(c); (d)-(f) and (g)-(i) represents spectrogram of the original
speech signal; high-pass filtered speech signal with a cut-off frequency 7 kHz and low-pass filtered speech signal with a cut-off frequency 1 kHz respectively
for AD, MCI and HC speech.

Pitt corpus of DementiaBank database, and for 3 class demen-
tia classification task (i.e. HC, MCI, AD), we observed F-Score
of 0.794, so far the best score reported in the literature to the
best of our knowledge. Moreover, we conducted experiments
for 3 binary classification tasks (HC-MCI, AD-MCI, AD-
HC) individually, and also for combining them for 3 class
classification task (as done in [21]), by using our proposed
features. All these experiments clearly indicate that our pro-
posed method outperforms (by a margin of around 3%) all
the previously reported approaches. Further, to investigate the
usefulness of our proposed features, we observed that band-
limited speech less than 3 kHz was contributing significantly
for dementia classification, with half (« 47%) of the total
number of selected relevant features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the motivation behind extracting the proposed set
of features. The algorithmic steps involved in the feature
extraction process are explained in section III. In Section
IV, we explain the experimental setup. Section V we analyze
the results obtained by using the proposed method, while we
conclude in section VI.

II. MOTIVATION

The objective of this paper is classification of a given
speech utterance into one of the three classes - HC, MCI
and AD. Earlier work has focused on extracting features
from the speech signal sampled at a frequency of 16kHz
which contains spectral imformation in the range of 0 to
8kHz. Low frequency information in speech is attributed to
the voice source related information and has been used in
previous studies to analyze disordered speech. The emergence
of voice low tone to high tone ratio (VLHR) (defined as
the power ratio of low frequency to high frequency energy

obtained by dividing the voice spectrum with a specific cut-
off frequency), was motivated by the interest that it captures
the low frequency information in speech. Disordered speech is
often characterized by introducing pole-zero pairs in the low
frequency region. Motivated by all these observations, in this
paper we explore feature extraction after low-pass filtering the
speech signal.

Figure 1 represents the spectrogram of the original speech
signal (left column) and their high-pass (middle column) and
low-pass filtered (right column) version. It is clearly visible
that the low frequency contains important characteristics to
distinguish between the three classes. On the other hand, there
is no significant difference in the high frequency spectrograms
for different dementia levels. Therefore, we propose a method-
ology wherein feature extraction is performed not only on the
original speech sample (sampled at 16 kHz), but also for a
low-pass filtered (LPF) signal. For this purpose, we filter the
original signal by choosing equally spaced cut-off frequencies
in the range of 1 kHz to 7 kHz before feature extraction. We
then apply a correlation based feature selection to identify the
best set of features tailored to best discriminate between the
three dementia classes.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODOLOGY

The proposed set of features are extracted in two steps.
In the first step, a set of low level descriptors (LLDs) are
extracted from the signal while in the second step computing
statistical functionals corresponding to the LLDs is performed.
The process is then repeated for LPF signals with different cut-
off frequencies. Since the speech utterances in the dataset are
noisy, we denoise the signal at the front-end. Consider Spωq,
Xpωq and Npωq to be the spectral domain representation of
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noisy snptq, denoised sptq and noise signal nptq. Then the
spectral subtraction process is defined as,

|X́pωq| “ |Spωq| ´ υ|N̂pωq| (1)

where |X́pωq| is the estimate of the original signal spectra, and
|N̂pωq| is the time averaged noise spectra, which we can get by
using minimum mean-square error based optimal estimation
[15]. Time domain signal is restored by converting the spectra
that we get after combining |X́pωq| with the phase of Spωq.
The restored signal sptq is used for further processing. The
denoised signal is then passed through a set of low-pass filters,
each designed for a specific cut-off frequency ωc. The ωc is
varied from 1 kHz to 7 kHz and the corresponding filtered
signal being represented by sf ptq with f varying from 1 to 8
where, f “ 8 represents the original denoised signal sptq.

Further, a set of features is extracted from the set of LPF
signals obtained and is represented as φipsf ptqq, where ”i”
denotes different LLDs such as Mel Frequency Cepstral Co-
efficients (MFCCs), Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) magnitude etc. extracted from the signal
sf ptq. In order to obtain a set of high level descriptors (HLDs),
number of statistical functionals are applied on these extracted
LLDs. We denote ψjpφipsf ptqqq as the HLD extraction pro-
cess. where, ψj is a statistical function where different values
of ”j” denotes different functionals such as mean, standard
deviation, kurtosis, skewness etc.

By performing the above mentioned analysis, for a signal
sf ptq, we obtain a feature vector

Ff “ rψjpφipsf ptqqqs
M,N
i“1,j“1 (2)

where M is the number of LLDs and N is the number of
HLDs. Subsequently, we apply a correlation based feature
reduction technique (ζ) that evaluates the worth of a subset
of features by considering the individual predictive ability of
each feature along with the degree of redundancy between
them. The reduced set of features are represented by F1

f =
ζpFf q.

Finally, we concatenate the reduced set of features obtained
from each of the LPF signals and subsequently apply feature
reduction function again to obtain the proposed set of features,
z “ rζrF1

f ss
8
f“1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Data

We use the Pitt corpus [16] from the DementiaBank dataset,
collected at University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine for
all our experiments. It comprises of clinician-patient audio
interviews, manual transcripts and subjective assessment of the
patients cognitive state as a longitudinal study over the span
of four years. Data corresponding to four different linguistic-
cognition tasks namely, picture description, fluency, recall and
sentence construction is provided in the dataset. In this work,
we use the audio recordings and subjective assessment from
the picture description task, which is a verbal description of the
Boston Cookie Theft picture. It was recorded from people in

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed Dementia classification system

the age group 49 to 90 years with different levels of dementia,
as well as from the healthy (HC) subjects with an age range
46 to 81 years. During the interviews, patients were asked
to discuss everything they could see happening in the cookie
theft picture.

We consider a total 613 samples, comprising of 242 HC,
116 MCI and 255 AD samples from 67 HC, 19 MCI and
168 AD participants. We use the speaker timing information
provided in the transcripts, to remove the clinician turns from
the recordings, retaining only the participant speech.

B. Feature Extraction and Classification

Figure 2 depicts the complete proposed dementia classifi-
cation system. The raw speech signal is denoised by using
the spectral subtraction technique as mentioned in section III
by using the PRAAT toolkit [17]. We used the openSMILE
toolkit [18] configured to use the large openSMILE emotion
feature set (emolarge) [19], which gives a set of 6552 acoustic
features, given an input audio file. The feature set consists of
56 LLDs and their first and second order time-derivatives along
with 39 statistical functionals applied to these LLDs.

As described in Section II, we extract the features not
only for the original speech signal but also for the low-pass
filtered speech signal with equally spaced cut-off frequencies
in the range 1 kHz to 7 kHz. Further, we use the attribute
evaluator CfsSubsetEval with the search method BestFirst
specified in the Weka toolkit [20] for feature reduction. The
reduced feature set obtained from the different LPF speech
signals and the original signal is then concatenated and another
feature reduction using the same specifications is applied on
top of the concatenated feature set. We thus obtain an 87
dimension vector corresponding to an audio file which we
further use for dementia classification. We evaluate the efficacy
of the proposed features to classify dementia by using 10 fold
validation. Five different classifiers, namely, Random Forest,
Multilayer Perceptron, Sequential Minimal Optimization based
Support Vector Classifier, Logistic Regression and BayesNet,
are used on the same set of extracted features. Apart from
classifying by using a 3-class classifier, we also train 3 binary
classifiers for the same 3 class classification task, to investigate
the classification performance using the proposed feature set
along the lines of [21].
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE USING FEATURES OBTAINED FROM

ORIGINAL SPEECH SIGNAL

Classifier Precision Recall F-Score
Random Forest (RF) 0.775 0.775 0.762
BayesNet (BN) 0.755 0.749 0.748
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 0.672 0.680 0.662
Logistic Regression (LR) 0.640 0.649 0.644
Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) 0.746 0.752 0.748

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCES USING FEATURES OBTAINED FROM LPF

SPEECH SIGNALS (AT DIFFERENT CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES), BEFORE AND
AFTER FEATURE REDUCTION USING RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER

Before Feature Reduction After Feature Reduction
Feature Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score
F1 0.592 0.582 0.577 0.675 0.670 0.665
F2 0.614 0.599 0.593 0.663 0.661 0.656
F3 0.613 0.597 0.592 0.682 0.674 0.669
F4 0.607 0.594 0.586 0.668 0.659 0.653
F5 0.607 0.612 0.604 0.673 0.664 0.657
F6 0.611 0.594 0.589 0.674 0.657 0.651
F7 0.599 0.584 0.578 0.677 0.659 0.654
F8 0.69 0.677 0.667 0.775 0.775 0.762

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS USING OUR

PROPOSED FEATURES

Classifier Precision Recall F-Score
Random Forest 0.765 0.762 0.751
BayesNet 0.798 0.794 0.794
Suport Vector Machine 0.692 0.697 0.691
Logistic Regression 0.670 0.669 0.669
Multi Layer Perceptron 0.722 0.728 0.724

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Results

To set the baseline accuracies, we use the emo-large feature
set from the original signal for classifying the speech into one
of the three categories - HC, MCI or AD. After extracting
the feature set, we use a correlation based feature reduction
technique to reduce the number of features to 50. Table I
shows the performance obtained by using different standard
classifiers. The best score was obtained by using Random
Forest (RF) classifier as an F-score1 of 0.762. The RF clas-
sifier’s performances of the different sets of features obtained
by low-pass filtering are tabulated in Table II. As explained in
section II, the LPF signal contains voice source information
and thus contributes significantly in dementia classification.
It is also observed that the features obtained from the LPF
signal alone are not sufficient to reliably predict a label for
dementia. Hence, we retain the features obtained from different
frequency filtered signals and concatenate them together for
further classification.

1Overall metric (Precision/Recall/F-Score) refers to the weighted average
of the metric computed across three classes (HC/MCI/AD). Hence, overall F-
Score need not necessarily be equal to the harmonic mean of overall Precision
and Recall.

TABLE IV
BINARY CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE USING BAYESNET

Classification task Class Precision Recall F-Score

HC-MCI
HC 0.916 0.901 0.908
MCI 0.800 0.828 0.814
Overall 0.878 0.877 0.878

AD-MCI
AD 0.888 0.875 0.881
MCI 0.733 0.759 0.746
Overall 0.840 0.838 0.839

AD-HC
AD 0.918 0.831 0.872
HC 0.838 0.921 0.878
Overall 0.879 0.875 0.875

TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES FOR 3 CLASS (COMBINING BINARY

CLASSIFIERS) USING OUR PROPOSED FEATURES

Class Precision Recall F-Score
HC 0.904 0.859 0.881
MCI 0.776 0.689 0.729
AD 0.854 0.937 0.893
Overall 0.859 0.859 0.857

Table III shows the results obtained by the proposed set
of features by using different classifiers. The best result is
obtained by using a BayesNet classifier with an F-score of
0.794. We observe a significant improvement over the baseline
where the best obtained F-score was 0.762. This indicates
that the proposed set of features is able to discriminate a
person’s cognitive state in a better way. Further, we use a
system of three, two-class classifiers as proposed in [22].
Table IV shows the precision, recall and F-score for each
of the two-class BayesNet classifiers using the proposed set
of features. The lower F-score for the MCI class may be
attributed to the low number of samples available for this
class (almost half as compared to HC and AD). Further, we
fuse the posterior probabilities of the two-class classifiers to
reach a class decision for a given test utterance. The results
obtained by fusing 3 binary classifiers are presented in Table
V. We obtain an F-score of 0.857, which shows an absolute
improvement of 9.5% over the baseline. The confusion matrix
for the proposed dementia identification system is depicted in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Class confusion matrix for the system (combining 3 binary classifiers)
that uses our proposed features
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TABLE VI
CONTRIBUTION OF LOW LEVEL DESCRIPTORS OBTAINED FROM LPF

SIGNALS AND THE ORIGINAL SIGNAL AT DIFFERENT CUTOFF
FREQUENCIES TOWARDS THE PROPOSED FEATURE VECTOR

Descriptor/Feature Set F1

1 F1

2 F1

3 F1

4 F1

5 F1

6 F1

7 F1

8 Total
VoiceProb 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
F0env 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
F0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
logEnergy sma 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
ZCR 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5
fftmag SpectralRolloff25 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 4
fftmag SpectralRolloff50 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3
fftmag SpectralRolloff75 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
fftmag SpectralRolloff90 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 5 7
fftmag spectralMinPos 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
fftmag spectralMaxPos 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 5 10
fftmag melSpec 5 3 2 0 1 0 1 3 15
MFCC 3 1 0 0 1 1 3 4 13
MFCC delta 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 7
MFCC delta delta 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 12
Total 20 10 11 4 9 6 5 22 87

B. Analysis

As mentioned in Section IV-B, we obtain a 87 dimension
feature vector for a given audio file. The number of features
contributing to the final feature vector from individual LPF
speech signals and the original signal is given in Table VI. It
can be seen that the features extracted from the original signal
contribute the most to the final feature vector. Subsequently,
features obtained from LPF signal at ωc = 1 kHz have the
second highest contribution. This is expected as low frequency
contains vocal tract information which is adversely affected by
a person’s cognitive inability.

We analyze the contribution of different descriptors obtained
from the emo-large feature set as seen in table VI. FFT Magni-
tude comes out as the most prominent desciptors contributing
to around 50% of the feature set while, MFCCs contribute
around 36% of the feature set. From the table, we can also
infer that dementia affects the fundamental frequency and zero
crossing rate (ZCR) of the signal, when compared to a healthy
speech sample.

VI. CONCLUSION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most frequent cause of
dementia and the number of people affected is on the rise in an
aging society. AD can easily be mistaken with senile dementia
that is commonly developed throughout aging process. This
makes the diagnosis of AD at an early stage, more challenging.
Speech has proven to be quite useful in providing an indication
of a person’s cognitive state. In this work we propose an
effective technique of identification of dementia by classifying
it into one of the three categories - AD, MCI and HC. In
addition to the traditional method of obtaining a feature set
from the raw speech signal, we propose to use features by
low-pass filtering the signal. Combination of descriptors from
different LPF speech signals and the original signal improves
the performance of dementia classification. We obtain an F-
score of 0.857 which is a significant improvement over the ex-
isting dementia classification systems. The major contribution
of our paper is the use of bandlimited acoustic features, which
is not only an important step towards building a language

independent dementia identification system but it is also seen
to better discriminate the three classes in our study.
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